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Introduction
This document contains release notes for Practice IQ 10.0 (PIQ). Features and enhancements
are introduced; risks and considerations for migration are detailed along with prerequisites for
installation.
PIQ 10.0 is a major release that introduces many changes to both visual and structural
elements. This release addresses a number of change requests applied to the 9.2 offering.
The following conventions are applied throughout the document:
Enhancement
Correction

What’s new
PIQ 10.0 is the latest release of the Business Intelligence (BI) and Reporting Tool which is part
of the APS suite of applications. PIQ 10.0 constitutes a major step forward, not only in the
framework that runs the system but also the user interface to drive reporting and analysis.
The key focus for PIQ 10.0 has been the need to move away from legacy Microsoft Web
Components (OWC) used to present data thought the PIQ intranet site. The opportunity has
been taken to align more closely with the APS technology roadmap, and as a result, a ground
up development has taken place of the PIQ intranet site. This is designed to future proof this
part of the solution through, among other things, increasing changes to browser technology.
In addition to this, emphasis has been placed on using the correct tool for the job and utilising
the Microsoft BI stack to achieve this. There are many new Microsoft Reporting Services
(SSRS) formats aimed at high level aggregated results, enhanced adoption of visual cues and
the ability to drill through for detail. SSRS is also used to produce tabular formats designed for
printing.
The traditional ad-hoc analysis will now be done through Microsoft Excel by simply connecting
to the required PIQ data source and going from there. Starting in Excel ensures the connections
made are native to the specific environment, e.g. versions of Microsoft Office and SQL Server.
Other tools can be utilised, such as Microsoft Power BI Desktop, to render information and
make it accessible through a variety of methods. There is to be investment in this area going
forward to make sure the right tool for the job is used to fit the requirements of all personnel with
in a firm.
The PIQ 10.0 solution has combined all previously separate modules and functions. These can
be switched on or left disabled. The solution now comprises of the following key pieces.
Core solution with the Perspective layer
Workflow solution
Tax AUS solution
Tax NZ solution
CRM solution
Incremental update
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Excel data uploads
PIQ 10.0, provides an extensive, multi-layered, safe and easy to use platform to present data.
This data can be rendered using whichever tool or tools work best for a business.

Core solution
New PIQ Intranet site utilising .NET framework. Cross browser and device enabled.
No client side installation of components or OLAP Drivers
Reduced client side browser configuration for trusted site setup
Previously separate reporting and BI modules combined into one solution
100+ enhanced SSRS reporting formats across all data sets
Excel templates for Ad-hoc Analysis
Cleaner consolidated data structure for use in Excel. This specifically refers to the
Perspective layer available now as standard
Website user impersonation so an administrator can swap to the context of any user for
support purposes
Support for Incremental update.
Support for external data imports through Core and Perspective data structures
Date table fix to supply the correct number of days in the month measure
Fix to the optional Debtor Matters Expand script
Fix to the optional Time Budgets (Persisted Attributes) and Time Budgets (Persisted
Attributes) Full scripts
Fix to the optional Time Credit Allocation script
Fix to the optional Time Un-posted and Time Un-posted Append scripts
Fix to the optional Time Standard Hours Daily script

Perspective layer
The Perspective layer is based on the Perspective 1.0 module. Here are the latest updates
based on that module.
Additional and enhanced SSRS reporting.
o

New Firm, Partner and Manager Dashboards. Some of these formats combine
Workflow and Tax information if appropriate modules have been switched on

o

New Staff dashboards that include workflow information

o

Additional use of Tooltips to provide extra information

o

Extensive use of drill through that includes drill through from chart items

o

Staff summary reporting now runs from core data sets so a Staff Perspective is
no longer required

Support for Incremental update.
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Support for external data imports from a spreadsheet upload tool
Year to Date views available on WIP, Debt and Staff summary formats. Available
directly or by drilling through from dashboard formats
A new Filter parameter on the summary formats. When drilling through from higher level
dashboards the summary report will now be filtered to only show records that are
relevant to what has been selected. Once on the summary format the option to show all
record is available.
Support for Lockup Attributes, e.g. where Debt figures are not allocated to a Matter
Excel templates for Ad-hoc Analysis
Updated summary and detail SSRS reporting for enhanced functionality and speed
Fixed Debtor Summary build script to deal with missing transactions

Workflow solution
The workflow solution is based on the Workflow 3.0 module. Here are the latest updates based
on that module.
New extended attribute options applied to all Workflow related tables - This allows the
inclusion of all available Client, Matter and Standard Matter attributes on these tables.
New single update script applied rather than multiple scripts to be maintained.
New configurable start and end milestone logic – There are 3 options provided to give
alternative turnaround times and statues for matters. Configuring start, end or both
options is done using a central variables table and will be a small consulting exercise to
update. Multiple milestone IDs can be used for the start and end variables but only
when unique to separate milestone templates. Any matters not affected with the
introduction of these options will continue to work in the same way as previously.
Improved down time duration for SSRS reporting – the SSRS formats will only stop
working for a few seconds during the update process. All structures are now built using
temporary tables and only refreshed at the last minute.
Changed the Workflow Summary report to exclude Completed matters by default. This
ensures data integrity when drilling through from the top level Dashboard.
Changed Workflow Summary report to default to all Years and Months.
Changed colour coding on dashboard status chart to be consistent with status.
Cleaner approach to Console integration – if appropriate parameter is not supplied by
the console the report will return empty rather than failing.
New Debtor based workflow reporting - This is an optional function that allows workflow
reporting at the debtor level based on a consistent standard matter. All dates and
turnaround timings will be reported from the Matter attached to the debtor. All financial
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and hour based reporting will be aggregated from the underlying client matters.
Separate SSRS formats are available for this level of reporting.
New Family Group based workflow reporting - This is an optional function that allows
workflow reporting at the family group level based on a consistent standard matter. All
dates and turnaround timings will be reported from the matter attached to the family
group. All financial and hour based reporting will aggregated from the underlying client
matters. Separate SSRS formats are available for this level of reporting.
New Workflow Grouping report - This report is available across the Client Matter,
Debtor and Family Group options. It provides a high level summary for active and
complete matters with drill through to the relevant summary report. Groups are by Firm,
Partner, Manager, Department and Matter Responsible.
New Milestone Turnaround reporting – A set of SSRS reports and database logic to
supply turnaround statistics for individual milestones and persons responsible.
New clean and consistent formatting for all SSRS reporting.
New Target Start Year and Month parameters on Workflow SSRS formats – uses the
schedule start date on the first scheduled milestone and will follow the alternative start
date logic available in this solution. These are not visible by default but can be switched
on as a small configuration exercise.
New Current Milestone Responsible parameter on Workflow Summary and Analysis
reports – Hidden by default but a small configuration will switch this on.
New tooltip on Summary reports to show latest note added to the matter.
Replaced Matter Resp parameter on Workflow Dashboard with Matter Department.
Matter Resp parameter still available in the background to be switched on if required.
New Matter Department Parameter on the Workflow Summary and Analysis SSRS
reports.
Reordered the Year parameters on SSRS report to show most recent year at the top of
the list.
New Timesheet transaction drill through formats available from Matter Detail reports.
Cleaner approach to pivot reporting – configured so there is less opportunity to drag a
hierarchy onto a pivot that does not relate to measures shown on the report.
New Department drill path (hierarchy) on pivot reporting
New Periods Complete drill path (hierarchy) to filter workflow data by the periods where
matters have actually been completed
New Periods Due Start drill path (hierarchy) to filter workflow data by the periods where
matters are due to start.
Excel templates for Ad-hoc Analysis
A set of new Capacity SSRS formats are now available. These sit over existing data
sets but present the information is far more user friendly way.
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Fix to not show the Workflow Status of URGENT ATTENTION if there is no Milestone
Budgets available to compare with actuals.
Changed Status to read ‘Not In’ regardless of whether the last scheduled milestone
date is overdue if there is no time to the matter.

Tax AUS solution
The Tax AUS solution is based on the Tax AUS 2.0 module. Here are the latest updates based
on that module.
SSRS design updates to fit new styles
Additional tooltips for extra information
Additional drill through option from dashboard
Additional record count option on summary reporting
Excel templates for Ad-hoc Analysis
Fix to drill through when selecting the total line on Partner or Manager Tables. It now
passes through the correct return types to the summary report

Tax NZ solution
The Tax NZ solution is based on the Tax NZ 2.1 module. Here are the latest updates based on
that module.
Addition of the EOT (Extension of Time) Tax attribute as a Parameter (filter) on the
SSRS (Reporting Services) formats and as a Hierarchy (filter) available on the Pivot
reporting. The Extension of Time option is based on the Casual (No EOT) attribute in
Tax Manager. A field has been added to the Tax Summary report and the Tax Detail
report for this.
Addition of the Lodgement Method Tax Attribute as a Parameter (filter) on the SSRS
formats and as a (filter) Hierarchy available on the Pivot reporting.
Addition of a Filed Parameter to the Tax Summary report. This is a Yes/No option to
filter the data by returns that have been filed and ones that have not.
Addition of a L Letter and D Status Parameter to exclude/include any combination of
these returns
Update to the returns filed yearly comparison chart on the top level dashboard. This
chart now shows a year to date comparison for Filing percentages. Tooltips show
supporting detail for each month.
New drill through chart format with supporting figures available by clicking the returns
filed yearly comparison chart on the top level dashboard
New separate measure on the dashboard showing the No Lodge Required number.
This number has also been taken out of the overall Filing percentage calculation.
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SSRS formats have had a facelift with some additional totalling and drill through options
on the dashboard, consistent colour schemes and tidy ups for the Tax Summary and
Tax Detail reports.
Excel templates for Ad-hoc Analysis
FIX: the Tax Dashboard will no longer fail when entering a new tax year. A fix has been
applied to ensure the New Year is added to the underlying Tax (IRD) Benchmarks table.
FIX: IRD Benchmark figures updated to reflect new requirements.

CRM solution
The CRM solution is based on the CRM 2.0 module. Here are the latest updates based on that
module.
Added a Department option across all reporting. This department is in context to the
separate CRM items.
Added Service Line option to Opportunity SSRS reporting.
New CRM Dashboard combining Opportunity, Activity and Event summary information.
Introduced focus on Expected Revenue for opportunities and greater functionality
around amounts over specified timeframes. Full context sensitive drill through
functionality has been applied to underlying detail formats. Additional information made
available where appropriate using Tooltips.
Zoom option available for all Charts on New Dashboard. This shows individual charts in
full screen to make it easier to interrogate larger timeframes.
Changed all underlying Date Time fields to use date keys instead of Period IDs. This is
to bring the CRM DataMart in line with PIQ 9.2 Core.
Separated Activity SSRS reporting into Created, Due and Completed. These slices are
defined by the date ranges used.
Added totals to Opportunity summary reports.
Visual cues applied where appropriate, e.g. Due. Overdue dates etc.
Complete rebuild of the CRM OLAP database. There are now separate cubes for
Opportunities, Activities and Events. Introduced relevant Time based filters across all
items for Created, Due and Completed dates. Additional measures around Expected
Revenue have been introduced.
There are now 8 SSRS reports exposed through the PIQ intranet site and 3 Pivot
reports.
Choice of 2 high level Dashboard formats with one including Pipeline analysis.
Combined all CRM data warehouse scripts into one for easier deployment
Updated documentation included a new PIQ CRM Data Dictionary
Excel templates for Ad-hoc Analysis
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Client IDs applied to Client Activity records so Client detail can be accessed.
Redesigned the parameter options on the SSRS reporting to catered for larger lists.

Prerequisites
Detailed prerequisite information for PIQ 10.0 can be found in the Practice IQ 10.0 Prerequisite
and System Considerations document.
The main consideration for PIQ 10.0 is that it conforms to the Practice Management (PM) 10.0
Prerequisites of using SQL Server 2008 R2 +. PIQ 10.0 will not work on previous versions of
SQL Server.

Supporting Documentation
Documentation has been updated and new supporting documentation has been created for PIQ
10.0.
Practice IQ Release Notes
Contains release notes for PIQ 10.0 features and enhancements are introduced, risks and
considerations for migration are detailed along with prerequisites for installation.
Practice IQ User Guide
Provides instruction on how to use PIQ 10.0 from a User and Administrator point of view. For
the general user, it covers the different reporting types available, how to work with the different
types, navigation around the PIQ intranet site, Saving views and creating easy access shortcuts
to the most relevant areas and reports. For the Administrator, it covers how to deal with Report
Rights, New machine setup, Administration tools and reporting.
PracticeIQ Dashboards and Drill Through Options
Holds a series of annotated diagrams showing and explaining the drill through options available
on all SSRS dashboard across all data sets.
Practice IQ Data Dictionary
A comprehensive guide to the information and data structures available through PIQ 10.0. The
SQL Data Warehouse main Dimension and Fact tables are documented as well as the OLAP
Cube databases across all data sets. This document will be especially useful when creating adhoc reporting in Excel.
Practice IQ Core Scripts
A guide explaining the scripts used to build the PIQ 10.0 data warehouse. Some of these scripts
are mandatory but a good number are optional and should only be switched on if specific types
of data are required. The document goes through all these scripts and explains what each one
does and why they should or should not be used.
Practice IQ Prerequisite and System Considerations
A comprehensive guide on what is require to run PIQ 10.0. The documented highlights
requirements across desktop and server operating systems, IIS options and permissions and
SQL Server and Service requirement.
APS SQL Maintenance Tasks and Backup Guide
A guide to some of the most common SQL Maintenance tasks required to ensure that SQL
databases are adequately protected from data loss and that databases perform as expected.
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This document draws mainly from Microsoft recommendations but also from leaders in the SQL
Database Administration field.
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General Information
This section aims to give an overview of PIQ 10.0 and its components. It will be broken into
areas following the different solutions that combine to make up PIQ 10.0. For more detailed
information, please refer to the supporting documentation.
Where applicable, considerations will be highlighted especially to do with upgrading from
previous versions of PIQ. There are some major changes that will alter the way practice’s deal
with PIQ, potentially changing the way data is retrieved and presented.
This update provides a good opportunity to review what the practice currently does for reporting
and BI. PIQ 10.0 offers specific formats for specific tasks, using the right tool for the job is key to
delivering solutions to the different people, teams and functions in the business.

Core solution with the Perspective layer
A major update to the Core solution is the new .NET intranet site and the exclusion of the online
pivot control. The previous pivot control (OWC) was a compiled Microsoft tool with all
functionality built in. This tool required a local install, it had to run through Internet Explorer only
and had a series of security settings applied. The new site now presents the extensive SSRS
suite of formats aimed at providing 90% of the firms reporting and analysis requirements. For
the other 10% where a more ad-hoc approach is needed, the rich functionality available in Excel
is to be used.
One of the key uses for OWC was to export directly to Excel and create ad-hoc formats from
there. This utilised connections to the PIQ data established by the component when in Excel.
This had its draw backs with connections not always being native to the version of Excel used
by the practice. With the ad-hoc pivot style functionality now accessed directly from within Excel,
this issue goes away. Efforts have been made, specifically with the inclusion of the Perspective
layer, to combine and simplify data structures so connectivity to, and analysis of PIQ 10.0 data
can be done more effectively in Excel.
Because of this major update to the presentation layer it’s been decided not to change the
underlying core PIQ 9.2 data structures other than applying fixes where necessary. This means
the upgrade will not change the OLAP database so any external reports done, e.g. ad-hoc Excel
formats will continue to work after the upgrade.
Note: This is only the case if currently on PIQ 9.2. The underlying structures will need to
be updated for versions prior to PIQ 9.2.

Right tool for the job
There are 2 main presentation tools used by PIQ 10.0. Microsoft Reporting Services (SSRS)
and Excel. Each of these tools provide different ways to render and work with data.

Microsoft Reporting Services (SSRS)
Microsoft Reporting Services (SSRS) uses both the OLAP databases (Cubes) and the SQL
Databases tables for its data source. SSRS is used to present high level aggregated data, it
includes graphical representations such as charts and visual cues based on benchmarks. Data
can be filtered by choosing the relevant parameter selections available on each format. There is
also the concept of drilling through to see further detail.
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SSRS is also very good for printable reports, as page sizes and margin settings can be defined.
This also works well when more tabular detailed reporting is required.

Microsoft Excel
Excel supplies the best all round solution with regard to user interaction, graphical
representation, saving and printing. The main benefit to Excel is the fact that it is completely
customisable and it’s the easiest way to access other data that may not be part of the PIQ data
sets. Pivot, Dashboard and Detail formats can be created in Excel.
Connections to the PIQ data can be made in seconds and ad-hoc reports built easily. Once built
they can be saved and on reopening the data will be refreshed into the reports.
The area where Excel is not as useful as SSRS formats is distribution. Through the PIQ intranet
site the SSRS reporting can easily be made available to anyone on the firm. The Excel formats
would need to be emailed or put down to a network share for access. This said, there are now
further options around Power BI Desktop that are opening up distribution channels for formatted
data both within a network and outside it.
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With the two options readily available for building and presenting practice data, supported by
the extensive underlying PIQ solution, there will be a combination that fits the people and
functions within any business.

New intranet site
For a complete guide to using the new intranet site, please refer to the Practice IQ 10.0 User
Guide.
The new site is a ground up development for PIQ 10.0. The site has similar navigation options
to the PIQ 9.2 solution with a three level toolbar and the ability to create shortcuts or favourites
to reports and sections.

There are various site advancements, including the option to impersonate a user, and updated
statistics reporting.

Other delivery methods
Personal Console in Practice Management
It is possible to integrated the PIQ intranet site or any specific SSRS format into the Personal
Console in PM. It’s also possible to pass user details directly to the SSRS formats to
automatically filter the report based on who’s logging in. Most SSRS formats have been
configured to accept the Staff ID as a filter.
Business Process Automation (BPA)
An increasingly popular way to deliver PIQ content is through emails automatically sent through
the BPA tool. Context sensitive links can be sent to filter reports base on the person receiving
the email. It’s also now possible to embed the content of PIQ SSRS reports in emails. Any drill
through links are retained using this method. There are some restrictions on what can be sent
but it can be an extremely powerful way to get information out to people and empower them to
engage more with the information available.
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The Perspective layer
The Perspective layer is a high level analysis solution based on the Core PIQ data. Using a
variety of formats it presents combined practice information as well as multiple dashboard
formats.
The Perspective layer was introduced as a separate module with PIQ 9.2. It allowed additional
development of dashboards (SSRS) as well as the ability to drill through to additional detail.
There are a number of new dashboard formats combining perspective data with other data sets,
including Workflow and Tax, to present a more holistic view of Practice activity.

There are tools available to import external data into the Perspective structures for use when
budgeting or setting benchmarks. See the PIQ Imports section of this document for more
information.

Workflow solution
Based on version 3.0 of the Workflow module this solution addresses a number of key areas
based on a range of feedback received since the previous version. Updates include functional
enhancements, corrections, deletions of unused functionality and format changes. See the
“What’s New” section of this document for a list of the main changes for this version.
This solution focuses on the workflow data and processes out of the Practice Management
database. It shows high level statistics as well as providing filtered lists of data and low level
detail.
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Tax solutions (AUS and NZ)
The two previous Tax modules, AUS Tax 2.0 md NZ Tax 2.1 have been taken into the PIQ 10.0
solution. These solution focus in on Tax data and process for their respective countries. See the
“What’s New” section of this document for a list of the main changes for this versions.
Both solutions maintain the same functionality as previously but with a slight changes in style to
fit the PIQ 10.0 formats.

CRM solution
Based on version 2.0 of the CRM module. This solution focuses on the CRM data and
processes out of the Practice Management database. It shows high level statistics as well as
providing filtered lists of data and low level detail. See the “What’s New” section of this
document for a list of the main changes for this version.
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PIQ Import solution
There are two Excel spreadsheet options available. The first connects up to the Perspective
data structures to facilities the upload of data. This can be especially useful if there are a large
numbers of items per Perspective, e.g. Managers or Staff members

The second spreadsheet option is seen as a replacement to the old Write Back functionality.
This permits data to be imported to the PIQ solution across multiple layers. An example of this
would be a Fee Budget that belongs to a Department but that needs to be split across multiple
Partners where the Partners have budgets across multiple departments. There is some
technical configuration that needs to take place to ensure this solution works correctly.
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